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Abstract

This study is a replication of Dunn and Doria’s (2010) research, which intends to see the effect of mate-copying tendencies among young adult women in perceiving the level of physical attractiveness of the opposite sex. Mate-copying tendencies can emerge in various forms, one of which is through simulated attraction that is shown through a photograph of a man surrounded by several women who show interested gestures towards him. The dependent variable was measured using a single item that measured perceived physical attractiveness of the male model in Likert scale (1-10). A total of 73 undergraduate students from Universitas Indonesia (average age = 19.6, SD = 1.48) participated in this study. The statistical analysis result using independent sample t-test showed a significant difference in perceived physical attractiveness score between the experimental group and control group (t (71) = 2.048, p = 0.044). The females who were given a photograph of the male model posing with several female models had a higher perceived physical attractiveness score for the male (M = 5.24, SD = 1.342) than those who were given a stand-alone male model photo (M = 4.61, SD = 1.293). The implications of this study on interpersonal relationships may explain why sometimes men who are engaged with other women are viewed as more attractive.
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1. Introduction

Physical attractiveness has become a critical issue to be studied upon in social psychology due to its influence on interpersonal processes, especially in romantic relationships (Dunn & Doria, 2010; Langlois, Kalakanis, Rubenstein, Larson, Hallam, & Smoot, 2000). Physical attractiveness is how the physical appearance of a person has evaluated aesthetically. Physical attraction is a determining factor in a person's first impression towards others, especially toward the opposite sex (Miller, 2015). Physical appearance is one of the first things a person would notice during an encounter. If the person is regarded as attractive, usually the person will be associated with relatively more positive traits, and a less attractive person with more negative traits; in other words, a person's physical appearance does correspond with the evaluation for the person's intangible qualities (Dunn & Doria, 2010; Langlois, Kalakanis, Rubenstein, Larson, Hallam, & Smoot, 2000). A physically attractive person is often more likable and is labeled as a person with “the most-wanted personality” compared to a less attractive person (Sparacino & Hansell, 1979, in Talbot, 2012). Based on research done by Dion, Bersheid, and Walster (1972), a good-looking person is perceived as more sensitive, kind-hearted, sociable, charming, friendly, strong, balanced, and energetic in comparison to a less attractive person. In line with the research, Miller (2015) further stated that a good-looking person is often associated with a good personality, or what is often called “what beautiful is good”, as depicted by popular media. A physically appealing person is perceived as higher in the extraversion, agreeableness, and conscientiousness level (Miller, 2015). This evaluation can be based on self-perception, a perception of others, or a combination of both (Talbot, 2012), where someone can match his perception of his own physical attractiveness towards others around him. Furthermore, a perception of physical attractiveness of others can be influenced by factors such as the social environment.

The social environment helps shape the perception of physical attractiveness. A study by Jonason (2009) showed that a person with minimum experience in romantic relationships or minimum
exposure to physically attractive people will consider a physical feature as invaluable in terms of relationship. Alas, the rate of a person’s social experience interacts with his value towards physical attractiveness, enhancing his sensitivity towards physical evaluation. Moreover, culture is also suspected to have a role in shaping the standard for evaluating physical attractiveness, where different cultures produce different preferences. Swami (2015) in his research elaborated how westernization and globalization shape similar preferences of facial and other physical features as a defining attractive point in different cultures all over the world. Some research demonstrates the existence of social transmission in the physical attractiveness perception process, where an individual would be rated as more physically appealing when appearing with another person of the opposite sex. This type of social transmission is known as mate-copying.

Mate-copying is a mechanism found in both nonhuman animals and humans alike. Studies in guppies and primates show that in selecting their potential mates, they use cues provided contextually to aid the selection process. Female guppies, for example, will show a higher probability of selecting a male guppy that is presented with other female guppies surrounding it or when surrounded in a location previously habituated by said male guppy and another female guppy (Dugatkin & Godin, 1993). This is due to the association between the number of females that have mated with the male guppy to the rate of possible succession—the more females, the higher rate of successful offspring. In humans, mate-copying is basically a strategy used to assist a person in mate-selection processes—in selecting high-quality potential mates (Rodeheffer et al, 2016). As found in guppies, humans —females, in particular— ‘copy' selections from another human to help select a male with a higher quality, as exhibited by other females. In fact, men who are currently or have been in a relationship are regarded as more attractive (Uller & Jonasson, 2003). Furthermore, researchers have found that mate-copying tendencies are more commonly found in women rather than men, and this is due to the tendency that women use implicit social cues to aid their selection, therefore paying more attention to intangible qualities and often making error in their evaluation more than men (Thornhill & Gangestad, 1999).

Mate-copying tendencies can be manifested in various forms of behavior. Research by Vakirtzis and Roberts (2012) used marital status of the male model to evaluate how women rate the attractiveness of the male model and found that married men are more desirable than single men. Other methods used to provide evidence for mate-copying tendencies include forming simulated attraction (Dunn & Doria, 2010). The mate-copying tendency is tested by comparing scores of perceived physical attractiveness of an opposite sex when presented with a same-sex model and when presented alone through a picture. The accompanying models are then instructed to simulate attraction towards the opposite sex model by showing subtle gestures that indicate ‘attraction', such as a slight tilt of head towards the model or an interesting face.

This research is a replication of the one conducted by Dunn and Doria (2010), which examined mate-copying tendency through visually presented simulated attraction. As explained previously, the experiment will involve participants individually presented with a picture of an opposite-sex model. Participants will be divided into two groups, with one group being presented the picture of the model accompanied by other models that serve as the simulated attraction. Previous research tested both genders for mate-copying tendency and its finding indicated that this mechanism is found only in females. Therefore, this current research will only be conducted on females to further validate the results of the predecessor research. We hypothesize that there will be a difference in perceived physical attractiveness when participants are presented with simulated attraction and without.

In general, related studies investigating mate-copying tendencies have been conducted in western countries, such as England and the United States (Milonoff, et, al, 2007; Waynforth, 2007; Dunn & Doria, 2010). This study is conducted to enrich the lack of similar study in the eastern culture, particularly Indonesia. Furthermore, the rise of online dating as a means of mate-selecting platform requires a quicker and more limited time in selecting potential mates. The lack of face-to-face and in-depth information regarding the potential mate also requires the use of some strategies to effectively select the mate, including scrolling through pictures (Finkel, et al, 2012). This study may provide an insight that might be useful to be considered when reviewing the context of online dating.
2. Methods

Sample. Participants in this study were 73 female undergraduate college students of Universitas Indonesia. College students were chosen as romantic life is a vital part of young adults’ stage of life. Participants were adult, heterosexual females, all of whom were active college students. Obtaining samples was done by accidental sampling method through an online application, obtained through Google Form and the information was broadcasted via online messaging platform (LINE). Participants were recruited through Google Form by submitting their personal data after first reviewing the requirements needed for participating. The form was broadcasted through various social media platforms and through direct offers from researchers to join the study at the place that the study was conducted. The age range for participants was 18 - 23 years old (M=19.6, SD = 1.48). Afterward, the 73 participants were divided randomly into two groups, with 37 participants in the experimental group and 36 participants in the control group.

Research Design. The current study is an experimental study with a randomized between subject post-test only research design.

Instrument and Measurement. Researchers used a measuring instrument with 1-10 Likert Scale to measure perceptions of physical attractiveness of the male model appearing in the photos, where Scale 1 = very unattractive and Scale 10 = very attractive.

The question used to measure the perceived physical attractiveness was: “in your opinion, how attractive is the male in the following photo?”

This instrument is identical to that used in the previous study done by Dunn and Doria (2010).

Procedure. Before the experiment was conducted, a preliminary study was conducted through online form (Google Form). The participants were asked to rate the attractiveness of each model on a scale of 1-10. The result of the preliminary study was used to determine the models who would be used for variable testing. The models picked were those who received the closest to average scores of physical attractiveness (4-5).

After the researchers determined the photos qualified for the experiment based on the preliminary study (M = 4.57), a total of 5 photos were selected to be used for testing, with only 1 photo serving as the measurement instrument and the remaining 4 photos acting as distractors. The researchers obtained the samples online. Participant candidates were asked to answer a few questions about themselves (age, gender, faculty, and sexual orientation).

Following the procedure in the exemplary study, the models in the photos are required to wear white shirt and the photos are taken in the same background in order to control various extraneous variables that may have emerged from the difference of outfit the models may have worn. Although previously not researched or elaborated further, there may have been possible extraneous variables when the outfit and overall elements of the photos were not controlled.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T-test result</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>0.044*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2

Statistical testing result comparing perceived physical attractiveness score on experimental group and control group using t-test

Figure 2.1. Experimental group

Figure 2.2. Control group

Table 2

Statistical testing result comparing perceived physical attractiveness score on experimental group and control group using t-test

Perceived Physical

2.048 71 0.044*
The study was done individually, in which each participant was seated in accordance with their respective group. Next, the researchers asked the participants to judge the physical attractiveness of the male model in the photo shown on a laptop screen, while simultaneously ignoring other characteristics that might be possessed by the model (e.g. kindness, clothes, etc.). The researchers showed 5 photos, with the first photo as the photo that was measured and the rest as distractors. The manipulation in this research was the appearance of female models accompanying every male model in the photos shown to the experimental group. Female models were positioned to stare at the male model while wearing the facial expression of someone "attracted" to the male model, to show stimulated attraction. The researchers did a verbal manipulation check on participants after the experiment was done. The questions asked for the manipulation check were, “Do you recognize the male model in the photos?” and “Do you realize the appearance of female models besides the male model?”

3. Results

Based on statistical analysis using independent sample t-test, a difference in score was found between the experimental group (shown photos with female models) and the control group (shown photos without female models).

Table 1. Descriptive of perceived physical attractiveness of experimental group and control group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research groups</th>
<th>Change Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental group</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control group</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: SD = Standard Deviation

The table above showed that the mean score for the experimental group was higher than the control group.

Based on the comparison of means between the two groups, a statistical analysis was done using independent sample t-test to determine if there was a significant difference in perceived physical attractiveness scores between the experimental and control groups. Indeed, the statistical analysis result showed a significant difference in perceived physical attractiveness score (t(71) = 2.048, p < 0.05, two-tailed) between the experimental group that was shown photos with female models (M = 5.24, SD = 1.342) and the control group that was shown photos of a male model without female models (M = 4.62, SD = 1.239), with an effect size of $r^2 = 0.056$. In other words, the independent variable, in this case, simulated attraction, has an effect of $r^2 > 0.056$ in affecting PPA, which, according to Gravetter and Walnau (2009) is classified as a small effect size. Other than that, this shows that 5.56% of the variance in perceived physical attractiveness can be explained by the presence of mate-copying tendencies in the form of simulated attraction.

Table 2
Statistical testing result comparing perceived physical attractiveness score on experimental group and control group using t-test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T-test result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Physical Attractiveness Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.048</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. *p ≤ .05. **p ≤ .01; df = degree of freedom; sig. = significance

4. Discussion & Conclusion

Based on statistical testing, a significant score difference in perceived physical attractiveness was found between the experimental group (with simulated attraction) and the control group (without simulated attraction). This result corresponds with prior research conducted by Dunn and Doria (2010). Physical attractiveness perception is one of the basic components in mate selection—therefore, a rating of physical attractiveness can be explained through potential mate selection mechanism, especially one oriented for a short-term relationship, as in short-term relationships, physical attractiveness is a determining factor in mate selection (Thornhill and Gangestad, 1999). Below, we discuss arguments that support our finding.

First, mate-copying mechanism reduces sampling cost (Pomiankowski 1987, Reynolds & Gross 1990,
Andersson 1994, Dugatkin & Höglund 1995 in Vakirtzis, 2011). According to Stohr (1998), when participants are given limited time and information in choosing their potential mate, they tend to use heuristic mechanisms to assist them in judging the quality of their potential mate. One of the heuristics used is judging based on face value, that is, physical attractiveness of the figure. The age range of the participants that is considered young (18-23) also contributes to the use of sampling cost-reducing mechanisms, where it is assumed that a relatively young person will have comparably fewer experience in mate selection, therefore using cues to assist selection to reduce sampling cost (Stöhr, 1998).

Perception of physical attractiveness also involves evaluating in an ambiguous situation, where there are factors contributing to the evaluation of attractiveness aside from physical features, such as social influences. Social influence in rating the physical attractiveness of the opposite sex is more commonly found in women, where the presence of other women acts as a social proof to validate the quality of the male model. Social proof is a form of informative influence, where the opinion of other people acts as a benchmark in an ambiguous situation (Deutsch & Gerard, 1955). In other words, the presence of the female models around the male model while simulating attraction towards the male model acted as a social proof for the female participant, indicating that the male model has plausible qualities, hence the ‘attraction' shown by the female models in the picture. This later influenced the evaluation of physical attractiveness, enhancing the score for the male model. Social proof as a validating tool for the male model quality can also be explained as a discriminative variable for the male quality, whether the male is a low-quality partner or a high-quality partner. The male model that received simulated attraction is regarded as a high-quality partner as proven by the female models around him (Townsend & Levy, 1990; repercussions: Bateman, 1948; Trivers, 1972 in Rodeheffer et.al, 2016).

In regard to cross-cultural concerns corresponding with previous research, our result indicates a similar mechanism found in mate-copying in both Western and Eastern cultures. This implication is in line with research done by Li, Valentine, and Patel (2011), where a cross-cultural study examining sexual preferences in the United States and Singapore found that both countries have similar values in potential mate selection, especially in a short-term relationship context. The women in both countries are more dependent on social factors as a cue in mate selection rather than on direct physical features. The difference in the underlying qualities used to assess potential mates is more significantly found in a long-term relationship context and is not significantly influential in short-term relationships. But overall, universally, mate-copying mechanisms are similar throughout cultures all over the world.

In short, we conclude that there is an influence of mate-copying mechanism through simulated attraction on the perception of physical attractiveness of opposite sex among females. Even so, there are myriads of factors that underlie the process of mate-selection other than simulated attraction, such as individual preferences, intelligence, financial factors, etc.

There are some limitations to this research that may be noted. Theoretically, there is a possibility that the attractiveness of the accompanying female models may influence the evaluation; therefore, we suggest that future studies test and control said variable statistically. The age group in which the research was done within this study was arguably limited, thus there is a huge opportunity for further studies of the similar topic to be conducted in a wider age-range. Additionally, the experiment was done in Jakarta, which is a metropolitan city with an arguably global culture that may also be unrepresentative of Eastern Culture, especially indigenous culture- thus, it is also suggested to conduct further cross-cultural studies to more thoroughly test this mechanism in other cultures. Moreover, the experiment was done by computer, thus limiting the time the participant had to view the male model which therefore meant that the environment was required to induce maximum attention. However, the experiment was conducted in a relatively open space, and although it was not especially bustling with a crowd, it may have been better were it conducted in a more secluded, closed space.

The result of this experiment implicates that young adult women in Indonesia tend to experience an enhanced perception of male attractiveness if said male is accompanied by other females simulated attraction through their gestures, indicating that the male has good qualities that attract the women.

This area of research is still vastly unexplored, and thus we deeply encourage future research to expand the knowledge on this topic. There are some
possible variables that may affect the mechanism and influence mate-copying tendency in women, especially when used to aid the selection of a potential long-term partner. As stated by Scheib (2005, in Dunn & Doria, 2010), there is a possible difference in evaluation in terms of selecting short-term and long-term potential partners. Presenting information about general, intangible traits may also affect the rating of attractiveness. As stated before in the limitation of the study, we encourage future study to statistically control the rate of attractiveness of the accompanying female models, as it may have a role in the attractiveness rating of the male model. Dunn and Doria (2010) previously considered using video as an instrument, and this may be further discussed as it is possible to obtain different results when audio is included.

From the statistical analysis and previous discussion, it can be concluded that mate-copying tendency is found in young adult women in Indonesia, particularly undergraduate female students of Universitas Indonesia.
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